
Eltham, 766 Eltham Road
Your Rural Lifestyle Escape Awaits

For all Inspections you are required to show your proof of vaccination.

Escape the hustle and bustle to Eltham. Establish your rural lifestyle on this
manageable 4.411 hectare
( approx 10.89 acres ) property providing multiple opportunities. The original
farmhouse is positioned on the highest section of the block ensuring it captures
the regions views and takes advantage of the best aspects. The property was
previously part of a larger holding which undertook dairying and presently beef
farming. It would now suit hobby farming with space for some livestock, horses,
chooks and veggie gardens. You could work towards being semi self-sufficient
here. The outbuildings consist of 2 large sheds and the old diary providing plenty
of storage for farm equipment, boat, caravan etc. The boundary fencing has
been renewed with concrete posts along with the post and rail entrance. The
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farmhouse presents a number of options for the buyer. Either for renovation, or
( STCA ) looking at the dual occupancy opportunity for either airbnb, farm-stay,
permanent rental or the extended family. There is a lovely building site that also
captures the aspect and views from this property. Eltham is such a convenient
location within the Northern Rivers area with the major business centres and the
areas tourism hotspots easily accessible. The renowned Eltham Pub, the vibrant
village of Clunes, bustling Bangalow, the iconic Byron Bay and the areas pristine
beaches are all within a manageable drive. Lismore and Ballina are the areas
main business centres providing access to hospitals, University, schools and
Government services. The Byron-Ballina airport is within 25mins drive and the
Gold Coast airport just over 1hr drive providing access to jet travel both
domestically and internationally if and when required. 766 Eltham Road, Eltham
welcomes your interest and inspection. For more information contact Geoff
Venn, M: 0405 760 536,
E: gvenn.lismore@ljh.com.au
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